
Explore the best that Western Australia has to offer with your tour guides, Carmen 
Jenner and Clare McAlaney. Pack your humour, love of life and explorer’s spirit. Strap 

yourself in and be beguiled by Australia’s most intriguing and extraordinary state.

jump in and experience 
the essence of WA



Extra.Ordinary.™ Western Australia 
captures the very essence of the state. 
Engaging all five senses, jump into the 

colour, sight, sound, touch and the 
heartbeat that makes WA, simply: 

Extra.Ordinary.™

Award-winning travel writer, Carmen 
Jenner, and best-selling author and 

creator, Clare McAlaney, are your hosts. 
Choose your interest in Part One, 

from wine to food, national parks to 
beaches, and explore the best of the 

best that WA has to offer.

In Part Three, trails are hand-selected 
in each of the five major WA regions 
with must-visit destinations. Even if 

you only have limited time, you can still 
experience much of what WA has to 

offer. And then, sit back and plan your 
next trip.

Designed to bring Western Australia to 
life, whether you are a local or guest, 

you will love this journey across some 
of Australia’s most sacred land.

Write your own story as you explore the very essence of Western 
Australia. The largest and most diverse state in Australia offers 
the most extraordinary sights and experiences. From her First 

People’s arrival, to colonisation, to her natural beauty and diverse 
settlement, Western Australia welcomes you.

Jump into the Inside flaps in paperback version

NOTE:

This booklet is for promotional purposes 
only to showcase layout and concept. Some 
text has been adapted from published sites. 
This booklet is strictly not to be resold.
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LANDSCAPE

The first thing that strikes visitors 
to Western Australia is her bold 

colours, wafting scents and 
cacophony of birdsong. Blessed 
with more national, marine and 
regional parks than anywhere 

else in Australia, WA’s sweeping 
plains are as spectacular as the 
flood of wildflowers that come 
after the rains each September.

But you don’t need a love of 
camping to appreciate all on 

offer. Join a luxury tour, giving 
you a window to its beauty, or 
for those who crave peace on 
finer lawns, stroll the stunning 
botanical parks and gardens 

throughout her cities.

“Some see no beauty in our 
trees without shade, our flowers 
without perfume, our birds who 
cannot fly, and our beasts who 
have not yet learned to walk on 
all fours. But the dweller in the 
wilderness acknowledges the 

subtle charm of this fantastic land 
of monstrosities. He becomes 

familiar with the beauty of 
loneliness.”

MARCUS CLARKE 1846-1881
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“Does Prada make hiking boots?” might 
pop into your head while joining Walk into 
Luxury for a saunter along the Cape to Cape 
track. Traversing sections of Margaret River’s 
135-kilometre trail between Cape Naturaliste 
and Cape Leeuwin, designer boots wouldn’t 
seem out of place amid the dazzling 
landscape on any of the two, four or eight-
day treks.

Living by the tag line, “It’s a new way to walk,” 
Walk into Luxury owner and operator Nikki 
King, invites walkers yearning to stop and 
smell the buttercups as lizards rustle among 
the natural perfumery of rosemary. Pass 
turquoise seascapes and rare forests of balga 
grass trees, also known as the controversially 
named black-boys. Be dwarfed by towering 
karris and peppermint trees as kookaburras 
and cockatoos laugh from above on your 
quest for kangaroo, echidna or possum 
encounters.

A medium level of fitness is required 
particularly on the longer treks covering a 
wide range of terrains in varying gradients, 
including limestone cliffs and caves, granite 
outcrops, headlands with rocks millions of 
years’ old, coastal expanses, forests and calf-
pumping treks across beaches; the scenery 
is (almost) beautiful enough to distract you 
from the burn.

Covering key sections of the track, the Cape 
to Cape is one of only 34 biodiversity hot 
spots in the world, and has been named 
as Western Australia’s only Great Walk of 
Australia. 

WALK INTO LUXURY

“The common theme across all of our walks is 
an unforgettable experience showcasing the 
highlights of the Margaret River region, both on 
and off the track,” says Nikki.

The pace is leisurely interspersed with languid 
feasts at some of the WA’s most iconic restaurants 
including Leeuwin Estate, Wills Doman and 
Cape Lodge Restaurant, where the region’s fresh 
produce and wine is showcased in abundance.

By the time you melt between sumptuous sheets, 
you’ll be too content to even count the number 
of threads with five-star slumbers at Injidup Spa 
Retreat, Smiths Beach Resort and Cape Lodge. 

Invigorating and enthralling, Walk into Luxury is 
the epitome of the slow travel movement in one 
of WA’s favourite playgrounds; the ultimate luxury 
escape.

Cape to Cape is one of only 34 
biodiversity hot spots in the 

world, and is named the only 
Great Walk of Australia.

EXTRA.ORDINARY. FACT
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“The common theme across all of our walks is an 
unforgettable experience showcasing the high-
lights of the Margaret River region, both on and 
off the track,” says Nikki.

The pace is leisurely interspersed with languid 
feasts at some of the WA’s most iconic restaurants 
including Leeuwin Estate, Wills Doman and Cape 
Lodge Restaurant, where the region’s fresh pro-
duce and wine is showcased in abundance.

By the time you melt between sumptuous sheets, 
you’ll be too content to even count the number 
of threads with five-star slumbers at Injidup Spa 
Retreat, Smiths Beach Resort and Cape Lodge. 

Invigorating and enthralling, Walk into Luxury is 
the epitome of the slow travel movement in one 

of WA’s favourite playgrounds; the ultimate luxury 
escape.

The pace is leisurely interspersed with languid 
feasts at some of the WA’s most iconic restaurants 
including Leeuwin Estate, Wills Doman and Cape 
Lodge Restaurant, where the region’s fresh pro-
duce and wine is showcased in abundance.

By the time you melt between sumptuous sheets, 
you’ll be too content to even count the number 
of threads with five-star slumbers at Injidup Spa 
Retreat, Smiths Beach Resort and Cape Lodge. 

Invigorating and enthralling, Walk into Luxury is 
the epitome of the slow travel movement in one 
of WA’s favourite playgrounds; the ultimate luxury 
escape.
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Originally founded as a pearling port 
over a hundred years ago, Broome is the 
landing place for fortune hunters from 
all over the world, lured by the promise 
of finding riches beyond their wildest 
dreams.  Koepanger, Malay, Chinese, 
European and Aboriginal cultures 
blended, creating the flamboyant and 
welcoming personality that is the heart 
and soul of Broome.

The First People of Australia have a 
history that spans forty thousand years 
and their claim to the lands that became 
known as Dampierland, Roebuck Bay 
and Broome, supersede that of any 
European explorers who come later.

In 1688, when William Dampier first 
visited “New Holland” as the area was 
known at the time, the first blows would 
forever change the lives of the regions 
indigenous people. The constant and 
fundamental cultural clashes between 
the two people eventually led to the 
exploitation of the regions original 
inhabitants, especially in the early 
days of the pearling industry when 
Aborigines were forced to become skin 
divers for pearl shell and work aboard 
the pearl luggers.

Dampier, who at the time was an 
acknowledged pirate, first visited the 
region in 1688. His meticulous journal 
from his travels later inspired the first 
‘official’ voyage of discovery. Dampier 
returned in 1699 but after an altercation 
with curious aboriginals, in which a native 

UNDER BURNT SKIES

The vastness of Cable Beach 
shocked me and I was honoured 

to be part of an Aussie icon at that 
moment. I wasn’t expecting Cable 

Beach to look so romantic at dusk; 
it really took my breath away. The 

fresh air and ocean breeze was 
cooling after a warm day and if I 

leaned down close enough to my 
camel I could smell him too.

@rachel_brown_photoblogger

was killed, was forced to hurriedly depart the area. 
But his journals were enough to stimulate interest 
in the areas rich pearl shell beds. 

By the late 1870s there was a growing pearling 
industry in the waters off north-western 
Australia with the largest base of operations 
being located in Cossack, about 700km from 
what was to become Broome. Dampier, who 
at the time was an acknowledged pirate, first 
visited the region in 1688. His meticulous 
journal from his travels later inspired the first 
‘official’ voyage of discovery. Dampier returned 

in 1699 but after an altercation with curious 
aboriginals, in which a native was killed, was 
forced to hurriedly depart the area. But his 
journals were enough to stimulate interest in 
the areas rich pearl shell beds. 

By the late 1870s there was a growing pearling 
industry in the waters off north-western 
Australia with the largest base of operations 
being located in Cossack, about 700km from 
what was to become Broome.
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For many thousands of years, Aboriginal 
people have been visiting Kings Park, 
which was previously referred to as 
Mooro Katta or Kaarta Gar-up, two of the 
many names for what is now known as 
Mount Eliza in Kings Park. It remains an 
important ceremonial and cultural place 
for the Indigenous people of Western 
Australia.

Two years after the settlement of the 
Swan River Colony in 1829, most of the 
area now designated as Kings Park and 
Botanic Garden was set aside for ‘public 
purposes’ by Lieutenant Governor James 
Stirling and Surveyor General John 
Septimus Roe.

In 1872 Governor Frederick Weld and 
Surveyor General Malcolm Fraser 
formally gazetted 175 ha of the 1831 
reserve as a Public Park. An additional 
area of land was added to the park in 
1890, essentially bringing it up to its 
current size of 400.6 ha.

John Forrest became Premier of Western 
Australia in 1890 and development of 
the park commenced in 1892. The park 
was fenced with gates at either end of 
a newly constructed Perth Park Road. 
Different sections of the road have since 
been renamed Fraser Avenue, Forrest 
Drive and Poole Avenue.

Forrest named the land ‘The Perth Park’ in 
1895. The name was changed in 1901 to 
‘Kings Park’ to mark the accession of King 
Edward VII to the British throne.

A KING’S PARK
Fraser’s Restaurant and Complex celebrates 

the best Western Australia has to offer in food, 
wine and service, set in the most spectacular 

location. Fraser’s is the perfect place to 
celebrate, dine and create lasting memories. 
The beautiful environs of Fraser’s match the 
finest West Australian produce and award-

winning cuisine, letting the food to speak 
for itself – honest flavours, simply yet deftly 

prepared and respectfully handled.
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The island with a thousand stories...

The geographical history of Rottnest 
Island has been dominated by changes 
in sea level. These changes occurred 
either as sea water became trapped and 
released when ice sheets advanced and 
retreated, or as the land slowly rose and 
fell in response to changing stresses in 
the earth’s crust.

It is believed that Rottnest Island was 
separated from the mainland 7,000 
years ago. The sea level rose, cutting 
the Island off from the land mass, 
and it is now the largest in a chain of 
islands (which includes Garden and 
Carnac Islands) on the continental shelf 
opposite Perth. These islands all are 
formed of limestone rocks with a thin 
covering of sand. The limestone base 
of Rottnest Island has an effect on all 
life on the Island, including the types of 
plants which can grow on it, the species 
of animals which can feed upon the 
plants, and the extent to which humans 
can make use of the Island.

The limestone coral reef surrounding 
Rottnest grew approximately 100,000 
years ago when the sea level was 
thought to be at least three metres 
higher than the present day. This reef 
system is fed by the warm Leeuwin 
Current and provides a home to much 
of Rottnest’s marine life, as well as 
presenting a significant hazard for 
shipping.

ROTTNEST ISLAND

Rottnest Island is an A-Class Reserve 
renowned for its high conservation 

and community values.

All plants and animals on Rottnest 
Island are protected by law. 

Wildlife should not be disturbed, 
rather observed from a reasonable 

distance.

Enjoy these natural wonders during 
your visit and appreciate the need 

to conserve this island paradise for 
future generations to enjoy.

The Island has six major habitats: coastal, salt 
lakes, brackish swamps, woodlands, heath and 
settled areas. Salt lakes occupy ten per cent 
of the area of Rottnest Island. Many of them - 
including Lake Baghdad, Lake Vincent, Herschel 

Lake, Garden Lake, Government House Lake 
and Serpentine Lake - are permanent and have 
surrounding beaches. Other lakes such as Pink 
Lake, Lake Sirius, Lake Negri and the twin Pearse 
Lakes may dry out in summer.
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FOOD & DINING

Food in Western Australia is 
like no other. From farmer or 

fisherman to plate, you are in for 
a divine experience. The richness 
of soil and vast landscapes allow 
for a diverse range of produce. 

And the cultural mix has brought 
flavours from around the world, 

mixed with WA’s Indigenous 
herbs, spices and culinary skills.

Nowhere on the planet will you 
find such freshness, range and 

dare we say it, skills and passion, 
all combined for your eating 

pleasure. From mouth-watering 
crays to succulent strawberries, 
here are our top Extra.Ordinary. 

picks.

21
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Celebrating the art of living well, the 
philosophy of paddock to plate comes 
to delicious life in Western Australia, 
and none more so than at the Leeuwin 
Restaurant, combining fine wine and 
food in a picturesque setting. 

Sweeping verandas, bi folding doors 
and domed skylights allow Leeuwin’s 
Restaurant to bask in the tranquility 
and beauty of its superb setting, 
overlooking a meadow surrounded by a 
forest of majestic karri trees.

The award winning restaurant features 
seasonal menus utilising the district’s 
fresh food delicacies including 
asparagus, venison, lamb, seafood, 
berries and cheese. Complemented 
by a wine list featuring current release 
Leeuwin wines and an extensive 
selection of cellared “library” stock, 
many wines are available by the glass.

Focusing on regional produce and 
working closely with local artisan 
suppliers delivers incredible seasonal 
menus. Free-range pork and lamb are 
sourced from a local boutique producer 
and Leeuwin’s proximity to the ocean 
ensures local, fresh seafood is always a 
key ingredient in each menu.

The art of the plate is not unexpected. 
Leeuwin first developed an association 
with the arts fraternity when launching 
the famous “Art Series” wine labels. 
The collection now comprises over 150 
paintings and artworks from renowned 
Australian artists including John Olsen, 

PADDOCK TO PLATE

Arthur Boyd, Sir Sidney Nolan, Lloyd Rees, Albert 
Tucker, Fred Williams, Robert Juniper, Clifton Pugh 
and Imants Tillers. 

Many of the paintings and sculptures were 
specifically commissioned. Others were 
discovered in exhibitions around Australia and 
the artists approached for copyright permission 
to be reproduced as part of the label series. 

The first painting commissioned was of Caves 
Road by Robert Juniper for the 1980 Art Series 
Chardonnay. John Olsen was approached to paint 
the first artwork to be used on the Art Series 
Riesling. He responded with the creation of four 
works entitled “Frogs in Riesling”. 

These paintings were so irresistible that the decision 
was made to purchase all four and continue these 
labels on all future Riesling vintages. 

Sir Sidney Nolan, when approached at the 
beginning of the series, advised he was not a 
graphic artist and did not paint for wine labels. 
But, as the story goes, he was also a red wine 
buff and was sent two unlabeled bottles of the 
1982 Cabernet Sauvignon - one of Leeuwin’s best 
vintages. 

He responded that for this wine he would happily 
provide a painting. This resulted in his Dolphin 
Rock appearing on the label. With the high calibre 
of the artists consenting to appear on the labels, 
it is no longer a challenge convincing leading 
artists to be part of this collection. Eventually, as 
the collection builds, it is hoped to tour it in its 
own right. Some works have been lent from time 
to time but most are on display in the Leeuwin 
Estate Art Gallery.

They drive, fly, even chopper in and land on 
the lawns for the ultimate Hollywood park. 

Whatever their transport, diners flock to this 
most serene and beautiful of restaurants as 
much for the sheer delight of being there as 

for Dany Angove’s simple, luxe food.

 The West Australian Good Food Guide 2014
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EXTRA.ORDINARY. WINE REGIONS

Western Australia is blessed with 
not one, but nine incredible wine 

regions. By far, the Swan Valley 
and Margaret River are the best 

known, perfectly complemented 
with food delights and breath-
taking landscapes.  Selecting 

where to go is part of the fun, but 
we’ve invited the best of the best 

to give you a taste.

Head to Part Three and discover 
the food and wine trails to ignite 
your senses. And make sure you 
visit www.westernaustralia.com 

for latest news, on-line maps and 
more, region by region.

(Map courtesy Wines of Western 
Australia - permission pending)

Swan Districts

Perth Hills

Peel

Geographe

Margaret River

Blackwood Valley

Manjimup

Pemberton

Great Southern
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Few wineries capture the depth of 
Western Australia than Mandoon Estate, 
which conveniently also embraces 
Australians’ love of a well-crafted 
beer. Families and wine-lovers have 
embraced this winery that offers tapas 
to table service, picnics and picturesque 
views, and the very best of the Swan 
Valley region.

The Homestead Brewery has a casual 
atmosphere with bar and table seating, 
relaxed lounges and outside dining on 
the deck overlooking an incredible view 
of the vineyards. 

Spend a lazy Sunday sprawled on one 
of their loan-rugs while listening to 
local live-tunes, or celebrate life in the 
five-star restaurant. Or stroll the massive 
gardens to the river before retreating 
to your luxurious accommodation, new 
in 2017. After all, good things should 
never end too soon.

Few wineries capture the depth of 
Western Australia than Mandoon Estate, 
which conveniently also embraces 
Australians’ love of a well-crafted 
beer. Families and wine-lovers have 
embraced this winery that offers tapas 
to table service, picnics and picturesque 
views, and the very best of the Swan 
Valley region.

The Homestead Brewery has a casual 
atmosphere with bar and table seating, 
relaxed lounges and outside dining on 
the deck overlooking an incredible view 
of the vineyards. 

SPRAWLING SUNDAYS

Spend a lazy Sunday sprawled on one of their 
loan-rugs while listening to local live-tunes, or 
celebrate life in the five-star restaurant. Or stroll 
the massive gardens to the river before retreating 
to your luxurious accommodation, new in 2017. 
After all, good things should never end too soon.

Few wineries capture the depth of Western 
Australia than Mandoon Estate, which 
conveniently also embraces Australians’ love of a 

well-crafted beer. Families and wine-lovers have 
embraced this winery that offers tapas to table 
service, picnics and picturesque views, and the 
very best of the Swan Valley region.

The Homestead Brewery has a casual atmosphere 
with bar and table seating, relaxed lounges 
and outside dining on the deck overlooking an 
incredible view of the vineyards. 

“The richness of the soil, the bright foliage of 
the shrubs, the majesty of the surrounding 
trees,the abrupt and red coloured banks of 

the River occasionally seen, and the view 
of the blue summits of the mountains from 

which we were not far distant, made the 
scenery around this spot as beautiful as any 

thing or kind I had ever witnessed.”

CAPTAIN STIRLING 1827
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Each region delivers more than 
you have ever dreamed. Whether 
you head north or south of Perth, 

stay close to the city, or head 
out east, the scope of Western 
Australia’s story is expansive. 

Simply no other state boasts the 
beauty and variety on such a 

massive scale.

Be immerses for long enough to 
whet your appetite, showcasing 

the activities and attractions that 
makes each region unique.

Meet some of the characters 
who have contributed to what 
their community is today, with 

the stories that have created the 
Extraordinary state of WA.  

REGION TO REGION

Perth

Coral Coast

North West

Golden Outback

Great Southern

Southwest
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Whether you’re visiting for just a week 
or touring for a month or two – add a 
few or all of these to your itinerary:

A visit to Australia’s Nambung National 
Park and the Pinnacles is a must. These 
amazing natural limestone structures, 
some standing as high as five metres, 
were formed approximately 25,000 
to 30,000 years ago, after the sea 
receded and left deposits of sea shells. 
Over time, coastal winds removed the 
surrounding sand, leaving the pillars 
exposed to the elements.

If you’re visiting Exmouth, Coral Bay 
or the oceanside stations north of 
Carnarvon, this is an absolute must do. 
Australia’s Ningaloo Reef is regarded as 
one of the last great ocean paradises on 
Earth, and you can access this watery 
wonderland by simply stepping off 
the beach and into the sea. Read more 
about snorkelling the Ningaloo Reef.

Join a whale shark watching or 
snorkelling tour from Exmouth or Coral 
Bay and experience the ultimate wildlife 
encounter – swimming with the largest 
fish in world, the gentle whale shark. 

The friendly wild bottlenose dolphins 
have been swimming to Monkey Mia’s 
shores to interact with humans for over 
45 years. They often visit up to three 
times a day – no wonder it’s renowned 
as one of the best and most reliable 
places for dolphin interaction in the 
world. 

THE CORAL COAST

The wildflower trails of Australia’s Coral Coast 
lead you through some of the WA’s most 
breathtaking wildflower country. Blooms can 
be found all year round, but displays are at 
their best between July and November when 
inland areas are blanketed in the brilliant 
colours of thousands of varieties. 

Over 180 plantations produce a staggering $46 
million worth of produce every year, including 

over half of Western Australia’s bananas. Taste 
the wonders of what’s affectionately known as 
the fruit bowl of WA! 

Australia’s Coral Coast is home to much of 
Western Australia’s Indigenous landscape. 
Be it Dreamtime stories, legends, Indigenous 
art or local culture - be immersed.  Kalbarri 
National Park abounds with opportunities and 
is one of the most exciting and spectacular ... 

“The indifference — the fern-dark indifference 
of this remote golden Australia. Not to care 

— from the bottom of one’s soul, not to care. 
Overpowered in the twilight of fern-odour. Just 

to keep enough grip to run the machinery of 
the day: and beyond that, to let yourself drift, 

not to think or strain or make any effort to 
consciousness whatsoever.”

D. H. Lawrence, from Kangaroo (1923)



There is not another state like extraordinary Western Australia, from her rolling hills to 
waters teeming with life. But it’s not just the huge range of sights and activities on offer. It’s 
the essence of WA: Rich culture and speckled history, flora and fauna - unique on the planet 
- and her vast beauty, from mountain ranges to dessert, to her expansive coastline back to 

the streets of Perth and surrounds. Explore the only Extra.Ordinary.™ Western Australia. 

Covering all five major regions, with easy to reference classifications, suggested trails and 
maps, join this remarkable journey and create the memories of a lifetime.

Expand your adventure and visit www.extraordinarywa.com.au

Australian Travel


